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Recognition of human expression from facial image is an interesting research area, which has received increasing attention
in the recent years. A robust and effective facial feature descriptor is the key to designing a successful expression recognition
system. Although much progress has been made, deriving a face feature descriptor that can perform consistently under changing
environment is still a difficult and challenging task. In this paper, we present the gradient local ternary pattern (GLTP)—a
discriminative local texture feature for representing facial expression. The proposed GLTP operator encodes the local texture of
an image by computing the gradient magnitudes of the local neighborhood and quantizing those values in three discrimination
levels. The location and occurrence information of the resulting micropatterns is then used as the face feature descriptor. The
performance of the proposedmethod has been evaluated for the person-independent face expression recognition task. Experiments
with prototypic expression images from the Cohn-Kanade (CK) face expression database validate that the GLTP feature descriptor
can effectively encode the facial texture and thus achieves improved recognition performance than some well-known appearance-
based facial features.

1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, automated recognition of human
facial expression has been an active research area with a
wide variety of potential applications in human-computer
interaction, data-driven animation, surveillance, and cus-
tomized consumer products [1, 2]. Since the classification rate
is heavily dependent on the information contained in the
feature representation, an effective and discriminative feature
set is the most important constituent of a successful facial
expression recognition system [3]. Even the best classifier
will fail to attain satisfactory performance if supplied with
inconsistent or inadequate features. However, in real-world
applications, facial images can easily be affected by different
factors, such as variations in lighting condition, pose, aging,
alignment, and occlusion [4]. Hence, designing a robust
feature extraction method that can perform consistently in
changing environment is still a challenging task.

Based on the types of features used, facial feature extrac-
tion methods can be roughly divided into two different cat-
egories: geometric feature-based methods and appearance-
based methods [1, 2]. In geometric feature-based methods,
the feature vector is formed based on the geometric rela-
tionships, such as positions, angles, or distances between
different facial components [2]. Among the different tech-
niques introduced so far, one of the most popular geometric
methods is the facial action coding system (FACS) [5] that
recognizes facial expression with the help of a set of action
units (AU). Each of these action units corresponds to the
physical aspect of a particular facial muscle. Later, fiducial
point-based representations [6–8] were also investigated by
several researchers. However, the effectiveness of geometric
methods is heavily dependent on the accurate detection
of facial components, which is a difficult task in changing
environment. Hence, geometric feature-based methods are
difficult to accommodate in many real-world scenarios [2].
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Figure 1: (a) Illustration of the basic LBP
8,1

encoding scheme. Here, the LBP
8,1

code 01110000 is used to label the center pixel 𝐶. (b) Sample
LBP encoded image.

Appearance-based methods extract the facial appearance
by convoluting the whole face image or some specific facial
regionswith image filter or filter bank [1, 2]. Somewidely used
appearance-based methods include principal component
analysis (PCA) [9], independent component analysis (ICA)
[10, 11], and Gabor wavelets [12, 13]. Although PCA and ICA
feature descriptors can effectively capture the variability of the
training images, their performances deteriorate in changing
environment [14, 15]. On the other hand, extraction of Gabor
features by convoluting face images with multiple Gabor
filters of various scales and orientations is computationally
expensive. Recently, local appearance descriptors based on
local binary pattern (LBP) [16] and its variants [17] have
attained much attention due to their robust performance in
uncontrolled environment. The LBP operator encodes the
local texture of an image by quantizing the neighbor gray
levels of a local neighborhoodwith respect to center value and
thus forms a binary pattern that acts as a template for micro
level information such as edges, spots, or corners. However,
the LBP method performs weakly under the presence of
large illumination change and random noise [4], since a
little variation in the gray level can easily change the LBP
code. Later, local ternary pattern (LTP) [4] was introduced to
increase the robustness of LBP in uniform and near-uniform
regions by adding an extra intensity discrimination level and
extending the binary LBP value to a ternary code. More
recently, Sobel-LBP [15] has been proposed to improve the
performance of LBP by applying Sobel operator to enhance
the edge information prior to applying LBP for feature
extraction. However, in uniform and near-uniform regions,
Sobel-LBP generates inconsistent patterns as it uses only
two discrimination levels just like LBP. Local directional
pattern (LDP) [2, 14] employed a different texture encoding
approach, where directional edge response values around
a position are used instead of gray levels. Although this
approach achieves better recognition performance than local
binary pattern, LDP tends to produce inconsistent patterns
in uniform and near-uniform facial regions and is heavily
dependent on the selection of the number of prominent edge
directions parameter [3].

Considering the limitations of the existing local tex-
ture descriptors, this paper presents a new texture pattern,
namely, the gradient local ternary pattern (GLTP) for person-
independent facial expression recognition. The proposed
GLTP operator encodes the local texture information by
quantizing the gradient magnitude values of a local neigh-
borhood using three different discrimination levels. The
proposed encoding scheme is able to differentiate between

smooth and high-textured facial parts, which ensure the for-
mation of texture micropatterns that are consistent with the
local image characteristics (smooth or high-textured). The
performance of the GLTP feature descriptor is empirically
evaluated using a support vector machine (SVM) classifier.
Experiments with seven prototypic expression images from
the Cohn-Kanade (CK) face expression database [18] validate
that the GLTP feature descriptor can effectively encode
the facial texture and thus achieves improved recognition
performance than some widely used appearance-based facial
feature representation.

2. LBP and LTP: A Review

Local binary pattern (LBP) is a simple yet effective local
texture description technique. LBP was originally introduced
by Ojala et al. [19] for grayscale and rotation-invariant
texture analysis. Later, many researchers have successfully
adopted LBP in different face-related problems, such as face
recognition [20] and facial expression analysis [16].The basic
LBP method operates on a local neighborhood around each
pixel of an image and thresholds the neighbor gray levels
with respect to the center. The result is then concatenated
binomially, and the center pixel is labeled with the resultant
value. Formally, the LBP operator can be represented a:

LBP
𝑃,𝑅
(𝑥
𝑐
, 𝑦
𝑐
) =

𝑃−1

∑

𝑝=0

𝑠 (𝑖
𝑝
− 𝑖
𝑐
) 2
𝑝
, (1)

𝑠 (𝑥) = {
1, 𝑥 ≥ 0,

0, 𝑥 < 0.
(2)

Here, 𝑖
𝑐
is the gray value of the center pixel (𝑥

𝑐
, 𝑦
𝑐
),

𝑖
𝑝
is the gray value of the surrounding neighbors, 𝑃 is

the total number of neighbors, and 𝑅 is the radius of the
neighborhood. Bilinear interpolation is used to estimate the
gray level of a neighbor if it does not fall exactly on a pixel
position. The histogram of the LBP encoded image or image
block is then used as the feature descriptor. The basic LBP
encoding process is illustrated in Figure 1.

One limitation of the LBP encoding is that the LBP codes
are susceptible to noise since a little change in the intensities
of the neighbors can entirely alter the resulting binary code.
To address this issue, Tan and Triggs [4] proposed the local
ternary pattern (LTP), which extends the binary LBP code to
a 3-valued ternary code in order to provide more consistency
in uniform and near-uniform regions. In the LTP encoding
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Figure 2: Sobel masks, (a) horizontal mask and (b) vertical mask.

process, gray values in a zone of width ±𝑡 about the center
pixel are quantized to 0, and those above +𝑡 and below −𝑡 are
quantized to+1 and−1, respectively. Hence, the indicator 𝑠(𝑥)
in (2) is substituted by a 3-valued function:

𝑠

(𝑖
𝑝
, 𝑖
𝑐
) =

{{{{{{

{{{{{{

{

1, 𝑖
𝑝
≥ 𝑖
𝑐
+ 𝑡,

0,

𝑖
𝑝
− 𝑖
𝑐


< 𝑡,

−1, 𝑖
𝑝
≤ 𝑖
𝑐
− 𝑡.

(3)

Here, 𝑡 is a user-specified threshold. The combination of
these three discrimination levels in a local neighbourhood
yields the final LTP value.

3. Proposed Method: Gradient Local
Ternary Pattern (GLTP)

In practice, the LBP operator encodes the local texture
primitives such as edges or spots by thresholding the local
neighborhood at the value of the center pixel into a binary
pattern. Zhao et al. [15] argued that applying Sobel operator
prior to LBP feature extraction further enhances the texture
details and thus facilitates more accurate texture encoding.
Hence, they proposed the Sobel-LBP method [15], where the
Sobel operator is first applied on the image to compute the
gradient magnitude values, and then the basic LBP method
is used to encode the gradient values. However, both LBP
and Sobel-LBP employ two discrimination levels (0 and 1)
for texture encoding and thus fail to generate consistent
patterns in uniform and near-uniform regions, where the
difference between the center and the neighbor gray levels is
negligible. To address this limitation, we propose the gradient
local ternary pattern (GLTP), a new texture descriptor that
combines the advantages of Sobel-LBP and LTP operators.
Our proposed method utilizes the more robust gradient
magnitude values instead of gray levels with a three-level
encoding scheme to discriminate between smooth and high-
textured facial regions. Thus, the proposed method ensures
generation of robust texture patterns which are consistent
with the local image property (smooth or high-textured
region), even under the presence of illumination variations.

3.1. GLTP Encoding. The proposed GLTP operator first cal-
culates the gradient magnitudes of each pixel position of

an image, which enhances the local texture features, such
as edges, spots, or corners. The gradient magnitude 𝐺

𝑥,𝑦
at

(𝑥, 𝑦) position of an image 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) can be computed using
the following equation:

𝐺
𝑥,𝑦

=
𝐺𝑥

 +

𝐺
𝑦


. (4)

Here, 𝐺
𝑥
and 𝐺

𝑦
are the two elements of the gradient

vector and can be obtained by applying Sobel operator on the
image𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦).The Sobel operator convolves an image𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)
with a horizontalmask and a verticalmask to obtain the value
of 𝐺
𝑥
and 𝐺

𝑦
. The two Sobel masks are shown in Figure 2.

In a uniform or near-uniform local region, the gradient
magnitude of all the pixels will be the same or almost similar.
However, in high-textured regions, pixels located on an
edge or spot will have relatively higher gradient magnitudes
than the other pixels in the local neighborhood. Hence,
the GLTP operator employs a threshold region ±𝑡 around
the center gradient value of a 3 × 3 local neighborhood
in order to differentiate between smooth and high-textured
facial regions. Here, neighbor gradient values falling in the
±𝑡 threshold region around the center gradient value 𝐺

𝑐
are

quantized to 0; those below 𝐺
𝑐
− 𝑡 and those above 𝐺

𝑐
+ 𝑡 are

quantized to−1 and +1, respectively, as shown in the following
equation:

𝑆GLTP (𝐺𝑐, 𝐺𝑖) =
{{

{{

{

−1, 𝐺
𝑖
< 𝐺
𝑐
− 𝑡,

0, 𝐺
𝑐
− 𝑡 ≤ 𝐺

𝑖
≤ 𝐺
𝑐
+ 𝑡,

+1, 𝐺
𝑖
> 𝐺
𝑐
+ 𝑡.

(5)

Here, 𝐺
𝑐
is the gradient magnitude of the center (𝑥

𝑐
, 𝑦
𝑐
)

of a 3 × 3 neighborhood, 𝐺
𝑖
is the gradient magnitude of

the surrounding neighbors, and 𝑡 is a threshold. Finally, the
GLTP code is obtained by concatenating the results.The basic
gradient LTP encoding scheme is illustrated in Figure 3.

3.2. Positive and Negative GLTP Codes. One consequence
of using three-level encoding is that the number of possi-
ble GLTP patterns (38) is much higher than the number
of possible LBP patterns (28), which results in a high-
dimensional feature vector. Different approaches [4, 21] have
been proposed to reduce the number of possible ternary
patterns. Here, we have adopted the approach proposed by
Tan and Triggs [4], where each ternary code is split into its
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Figure 3: Illustration of the proposedGLTP encoding scheme.Here,
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Figure 4: Generation of 𝑃GLTP and 𝑁GLTP codes from the original
GLTP code.

corresponding positive (𝑃GLTP) and negative (𝑁GLTP) parts
and treated as individual binary patterns, as shown in

𝑃GLTP =
7

∑

𝑖=0

𝑆
𝑃
(𝑆GLTP (𝑖)) × 2

𝑖
,

𝑆
𝑃
(V) = {

1, if V > 0,
0, otherwise,

𝑁GLTP =
7

∑

𝑖=0

𝑆
𝑁
(𝑆GLTP (𝑖)) × 2

𝑖
,

𝑆
𝑁
(V) = {

1, if V < 0,
0, otherwise.

(6)

Here, 𝑃GLTP and 𝑁GLTP are the corresponding positive
and negative parts of the GLTP code 𝑆GLTP. The process is
illustrated in Figure 4.

4. Facial Feature Description Based on
GLTP Codes

Applying the GLTP operator on a facial image will produce
two encoded image representations: one for the 𝑃GLTP and
the other for the𝑁GLTP. First, histograms are computed from
these two encoded images using

𝐻
𝑃GLTP

(𝜏) =

𝑀

∑

𝑟=1

𝑁

∑

𝑐=1

𝑓 (𝑃GLTP (𝑟, 𝑐) , 𝜏) , (7)

𝐻
𝑁GLT𝑃

(𝜏) =

𝑀

∑

𝑟=1

𝑁

∑

𝑐=1

𝑓 (𝑁GLTP (𝑟, 𝑐) , 𝜏) , (8)

𝑓 (𝑎, 𝜏) = {
1 𝑎 = 𝜏

0 otherwise.
(9)

Here, 𝜏 is the positive or negative GLTP code value.
Histograms computed from the 𝑃GLTP and 𝑁GLTP encoded
images are then concatenated spatially to produce the GLTP
histogram, which represents the occurrence information of
the 𝑃GLTP and 𝑁GLTP binary patterns. The flowchart for
computing the GLTP histogram is shown in Figure 5.

Spatial histograms computed from the whole encoded
image do not reflect the location information of themicropat-
terns, only their occurrence frequencies are represented [1].
However, it is understandable that a histogram representation
that combines the location information of the GLTP micro-
patterns with their occurrence frequencies is able to describe
the local texture more accurately and effectively [22, 23].
Therefore, in order to incorporate some degree of location
information with the GLTP histogram, each facial image
is divided into a number of regions, and individual GLTP
histograms (representing the occurrence information of the
micro-patterns from the corresponding local region) com-
puted from each of the regions are concatenated to obtain a
spatially combined GLTP histogram. In the facial expression
recognition system, this combined GLTP histogram is used
as the facial feature vector. The process of generating the
combined GLTP histogram is illustrated in Figure 6.

5. Expression Recognition Using
Support Vector Machine (SVM)

Shan et al. [16] presented a comparative analysis of four
different machine learning techniques for the facial expres-
sion recognition task, namely, template matching, linear dis-
criminant analysis, linear programming, and support vector
machine. Among these methods, support vector machine
(SVM) achieved the best recognition performance. Hence, in
our study, we use SVM to classify facial expressions based on
the GLTP features.

Support vector machine (SVM) is a well-established
machine learning approach, which has been successfully
adopted in different data classification problems.The concept
of SVM is based on the modern statistical learning theory.
For data classification, SVM first implicitly maps the data
into a higher dimensional feature space and then constructs
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a hyperplane in such a way that the separating margin
between the samples of two classes is optimal.This separating
hyperplane then functions as the decision surface.

Given a set of labeled training samples 𝑇 = {(x
𝑖
, 𝑙
𝑖
), 𝑖 =

1, 2, . . . , 𝐿}, where x
𝑖
∈ RP and 𝑙

𝑖
∈ {−1, 1}, a new test data x

is classified by

𝑓 (x) = sign(
𝐿

∑

𝑖=1

𝛼
𝑖
𝑙
𝑖
𝐾(x
𝑖
, x) + 𝑏) . (10)

Here, 𝛼
𝑖
are Lagrange multipliers of dual optimization

problem, 𝑏 is a threshold parameter, and 𝐾 is a kernel
function. SVM constructs a hyperplane which lies on the
maximum separating margin with respect to the training
samples with 𝛼

𝑖
> 0. These samples are called the support

vectors.
SVM takes binary decisions by constructing the separat-

ing hyperplane between the positive and negative examples.
To achieve multiclass classification, we can adopt either the
one-against-rest or several two-class decision problems. In
this study, the one-against-rest approach was employed. We
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Figure 6: Each expression image is partitioned into a number of
regions, and individual GLTPhistograms generated from each of the
regions are concatenated to form the feature vector.

used radial basis function (RBF) kernel for the classification
problem. The radial basis function𝐾 can be defined as

𝐾(x
𝑖
, x) = exp (−𝛾x𝑖 − x

2
) , 𝛾 > 0,

x𝑖 − x
2
= (x
𝑖
− x)𝑡 (x

𝑖
− x) .

(11)

Here, 𝛾 is a kernel parameter.We carried out a grid search
for selecting appropriate parameter value, as suggested in
[24].

6. Experiments and Results

6.1. Experimental Setup and Dataset Description. To evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed face feature descriptor,
experiments were conducted on images collected from awell-
known image database, namely, theCohn-Kanade (CK) facial
expression database [18]. In the CK database, a sample set of
100 students, aging from 18 to 30 during image acquisition,
were included. A majority of the subjects (65%) were female;
15% of the samples were African-American, and 3% were
Asian or of Latin descent. Each of the students displayed
facial expressions starting from nonexpressiveness to one of
the aforementioned six prototypic emotional expressions in
the image acquisition process. These image sequences were
then digitized into 640 × 480 or 640 × 690 pixel resolutions.
In our setup, a set of 1224 facial image sequences were
selected from 96 subjects, and each of the images was given
a label describing the subject’s facial expression. The dataset
containing the 6 classes of expressions was then extended
by 408 images of neutral facial images to obtain the 7-
class expression dataset. Figure 7 shows sample prototypic
expression images from the CK database.
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Figure 8: Cropping of a sample face image from the original one.

We cropped the selected images from the original ones
based on the ground truth of the positions of two eyes, which
were then normalized to 150 × 110 pixels. Figure 8 shows
a sample cropped facial image from CK database. A tenfold
cross-validation was carried out to compute the classification
rate of the proposed method. In tenfold cross-validation, ten
subsets comprising equal number of instances are formed by
partitioning the whole dataset randomly.The classifier is first
trained on the nine subsets, and then the remaining set is
used for testing.This process is repeated for 10 times, and the
average classification rate is computed. The threshold value 𝑡
was set to 10 empirically.

6.2. Experimental Results. The classification rate of the pro-
posed method can be influenced by adjusting the number
of regions into which the expression images are to be split
[2]. We have considered three cases in our experiments as
opted in [2], where images were divided into 3 × 3, 5 × 5,
and 7 × 6 regions. We have compared our proposed method
with 3 widely used local texture descriptors, namely, local
binary pattern (LBP) [16], local ternary pattern (LTP) [4],
and local directional pattern (LDP) [2]. Tables 1 and 2 show
the classification rates of these local texture descriptors for
the 6-class and the 7-class expression recognition problem,
respectively. It can be observed that dividing an image with
higher number of regions will produce higher classification
rate, since the feature descriptor then contains more location
and spatial information of the local patterns. However, the
feature vector length will also be higher in such cases, which
affects the computational efficiency. Hence, selection of the
number of regions is a trade-off between computational
efficiency and classification rate.

Table 1: Recognition rate (%) for the CK 6-class expression dataset
using different local texture descriptors.

Operator
Classification rate (%) for different

number of regions
3 × 3 5 × 5 7 × 6

LBP 79.3 89.7 90.1
LTP 87.3 92.3 93.6
LDP 80.2 91.9 93.7
GLTP 90.5 96.4 97.2

Table 2: Recognition rate (%) for the CK 7-class expression dataset
using different local texture descriptors.

Operator
Classification rate (%) for different

number of regions
3 × 3 5 × 5 7 × 6

LBP 73.8 80.9 83.3
LTP 81.3 88.5 88.9
LDP 75.7 86.3 88.4
GLTP 84.0 90.6 91.7

Table 3: Confusion matrix of CK 6-class recognition using GLTP
for images partitioned into 7 × 6 regions.

Anger
(%)

Disgust
(%)

Fear
(%)

Joy
(%)

Sad
(%)

Surprise
(%)

Anger 98.4 0 0 0.8 0 0.8
Disgust 0.5 94.4 0 0 5.1 0
Fear 0 0.7 97.1 0 0.4 1.8
Joy 1.1 1.1 0 97.8 0 0
Sad 0 4.5 0 0 95.5 0
Surprise 0 0 0 0 0 100

For both the 6-class and the 7-class expression recog-
nition problems, the proposed GLTP feature descriptor
achieves the highest recognition rate for images partitioned
into different number of regions. For the 6-class dataset,
GLTP achieves an excellent recognition rate of 97.2%. On
the other hand, for the 7-class dataset, the recognition rate
is 91.7%. Here, inclusion of neutral expression images results
in a decrease in the accuracy. For both the 6-class and the
7-class recognition problems, the highest classification rate
is obtained for images partitioned into 7 × 6 regions. The
confusion matrix of recognition using the GLTP descriptor
for the 6-class and the 7-class datasets is shown in Tables
3 and 4, respectively, which provides a better picture of the
recognition accuracy of individual expression types. It can be
observed that, for the 6-class recognition, all the expressions
can be recognized with high accuracy. For the 7-class dataset,
while anger, disgust, fear, joy, and surprise can be recognized
with high accuracy, the recognition rates of sadness and
neutral expressions are lower than the average. Evidently,
inclusion of neutral expression images results in a decrease in
the accuracy, since many sad expression images are confused
with the neutral expression images and vice versa.
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Table 4: Confusion matrix of CK 7-class recognition using GLTP
for images partitioned into 7 × 6 regions.

Anger
(%)

Disgust
(%)

Fear
(%)

Joy
(%)

Sad
(%)

Surprise
(%)

Neutral
(%)

Anger 95.6 1.8 0 0 0 2.6 0
Disgust 0 93.7 2.1 0 1.5 2.7 0
Fear 0 2.5 94.0 0 0 1.3 2.2
Joy 0.6 0.6 0 94.7 0 3.5 0.6
Sad 0 0 0 0 85.1 0 14.9
Surprise 1.8 1.8 0 5.2 0.5 90.7 0
Neutral 0 0 1.7 0 9.8 0 88.5

The reason behind the superiority of GLTP face descrip-
tor is the utilization of robust gradient magnitude values with
a three-level encoding approach, which facilitates the dis-
crimination between smooth and high-textured face regions
and thus ensures generation of consistent texture micropat-
terns even under the presence of illumination variation and
random noise.

7. Conclusion

This paper presents a new local texture pattern, the gradient
local ternary pattern (GLTP), for robust facial expression
recognition. Since gradientmagnitude values aremore robust
than gray levels under the presence of illumination variations,
the proposed method encodes the gradient values of a local
neighborhood with respect to a threshold region around
the center gradient, which facilitates robust description of
local texture primitives, such as edges, spots, or corners
under different lighting conditions. In addition, with the
help of the threshold region defined around the center,
the proposed method can effectively differentiate between
smooth and high-textured facial areas, which enable the
formation of GLTP codes consistent with the local texture
property. Experiments with prototypic expression images
from the Cohn-Kanade expression database demonstrate
that the proposed GLTP operator can effectively represent
facial texture and thus achieves superior performance than
some widely used local texture patterns. In the future, we
plan to apply the GLTP feature descriptor in other face-
related recognition problems such as face recognition and
gender classification for intelligent consumer products and
applications development.
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